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My previous artcles commenced a series on the rapture of the church. We began with the queston,
"What is the Rapture?" This queston can best be answered by notng ten truths about the rapture from
1 Thessalonians 4:13-18 and 1 Corinthians 15:50-58. We then moved to a second main queston,
namely, when will the rapture take place relatve to the coming seven-year Tribulaton period? We
ofered the contenton that believers can develop certainty that they will be raptured before the
Tribulaton period occurs for at least seven reasons. Now that we have dealt with these two questons,
we began to explore some of the weaknesses associated with the other competng views that seek to
answer the queston, "when will the rapture take place relatve to the coming Tribulaton period?" At
least fve difering perspectves exist. We noted at the onset that it is important to understand that all
of the non-pre-tribulaton positons have a difcult tme handling the seven arguments favoring pretribulatonalism previously discussed in this series. We have already noted the problems associated
with mid-tribulatonalism. In the last artcle we began to scrutnize the arguments favoring posttribulatonalism. In this artcle, we will contnue to scrutnize post-tribulatonalism.

Post-Tribulation Rapture
Post-tribulaton rapture theory contends that the rapture will take place at the end of the coming
Tribulaton period. This view typically sees no distncton between the rapture and the Second Advent
and thus seeks to harmonize all references to Christ's return as taking place at the end of the future
Tribulaton period. Those adhering to the post-tribulaton rapture typically rely on at least one of four
arguments to support their positon. In our last artcle, we noted that post-tribulatonism errs in
superfcially connectng Paul's depicton of the rapture (1 Thess. 4:13-18; 1 Cor. 15:50-58) with the
events of Mathew 24:30-31. We now move on to the second argument that post-tribulatonalists use
to support their view.
2. According to Revelaton 20:4-6, the resurrecton of all believers will transpire at the end of the
Tribulaton period thereby necessitatng that the rapture will also take place at this tme. These verses
say, "Then I saw thrones, and they sat on them, and judgment was given to them. And I saw the souls of
those who had been beheaded because of their testmony of Jesus and because of the word of God,
and those who had not worshiped the beast or his image, and had not received the mark on their
forehead and on their hand; and they came to life and reigned with Christ for a thousand years. The
rest of the dead did not come to life untl the thousand years were completed. This is the frst
resurrecton. Blessed and holy is the one who has a part in the frst resurrecton; over these the second
death has no power, but they will be priests of God and of Christ and will reign with Him for a thousand
years." Post-tribulatonalist George Eldon Ladd even goes so far as to assert that these verses represent
the only New Testament passage pointng to the tme of the rapture. 1
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The simplest response to this asserton is that the resurrecton spoken of in these verses is speaking
only of the resurrecton of the Tribulaton martyrs. Revelaton 20:4 clarifes exactly which resurrecton is
in view when it says, "And I saw the souls of those who had been beheaded because of their testmony
of Jesus and because of the word of God, and those who had not worshiped the beast or his image, and
had not received the mark on their forehead and on their hand; and they came to life and reigned with
Christ for a thousand years" (italics added). Thus, Geisler explains, "Revelaton 20:4-6 is speaking of the
believers who have died during the Tribulaton, not those resurrected at the Rapture" (1 Thess. 4:13-18;
1 Cor. 15:50-58).2
Moreover, the superfcial points of similarity that seemingly unite Paul's presentaton of the rapture (1
Thess. 4:13-18; 1 Cor. 15:50-58) with Revelaton 20:4-6 are outweighed by a vast diference that
distnguishes these sectons of Scripture from one another. Although Revelaton 20:4-6 does speak of a
resurrecton of deceased saints, it says nothing about a translaton and resurrecton of living saints as
Paul emphasizes in his discussion of the rapture. For example, Paul's rapture presentaton uses
terminology such as "we who are alive and remain" (1 Thess. 4:15, 17) and "we will not all sleep, but
we will all be changed" (1 Cor. 15:50). Such phrases are not found in Revelaton 20:4-6. Thus, Ryrie
observes, "...Revelaton 20:4 speaks only of a resurrecton of the dead, not of a translaton of living
people, a truth that is prominent and a vital part of the other descriptons of the rapture in 1
Thessalonians 4:13-18 and 1 Corinthians 15:51-58)." 3
If Revelaton 20:4-6 is not speaking of the rapture of the church and if the church's rapture already
transpired before this resurrecton predicted by John takes place, then why is it called "the frst
resurrecton" (Rev. 20:5-6)? When John mentoned "the frst resurrecton" in Revelaton 20:5b, he had
in mind merely that this resurrecton will occur before the fnal resurrecton for all unbelievers that will
transpire at the end of Christ's one-thousand year reign (Rev. 20:5a). He was not referring to the frst
resurrecton ever in human history. Indeed, John could not have in mind the frst resurrecton ever
since such a propositon would also mean that even Christ's resurrecton would not count as a bonafde
resurrecton! John's use of the word "frst" in Revelaton 20:5-6 was only in reference to the frst in a
series rather than the frst ever. Such a method of communicaton would be the equivalent of my wife
telling me that she was "frst" going to go the grocery store and then "last" she was going to drop of
the laundry. Here, she would be using the word "frst" only relatve to "last" going to drop of the
laundry. She would not be saying this would be her frst tme ever that she had gone to the grocery
store. John uses the word "frst" in the same sense in Revelaton 20:5-6.
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In sum, having previously answered the queston, "What is the rapture?", we noted at least seven
reasons that afrm the pre-tribulatonal rapture view. We then began interactng with the other
positons on the tming of the rapture. In this artcle, we have observed that post-tribulatonism errs in
superfcially connectng Paul's depicton of the rapture (1 Thess. 4:13-18; 1 Cor. 15:50-58) with the frst
resurrecton in Revelaton 20:4-6.
(To Be Contnued...)
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